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There have been two series of English, the volume volume made. was. See also the anime and manga portal list of versions, a spin-off about robot cats that can play in one prince. The official English name is 21 Emon: 21st Century Children. [1] Manga, a science fiction set in 2018, tells the story of the 18-year-old 21 Emon (though he's 16 in anime), heir to a long dynasty of
hoteliers, whose ancestor goes back to to Tokugawa Shogunate. Unlike manga anime is scheduled between 2051 and 2071. Robot character Gonsuke will go for several cameo appearances in the 2005 Doraemon series. Plot Manga to contend with maintaining his family hotel business at the age of 18, 21 Emon is trying his hardest to help his family as the new heir, though his
dream is not being his whole life in the hotel business, but extensive space exploration as a space pilot. The anime plot is similar to manga, but with change. Although Manga has 21 Amon 18, she is about 16 years old in the anime adaptation. Reference ^ Animation extension. 2003-12-29. Archived from the original on 2003-12-29. Received 2018-03-08. External Link 21 Amon
(anime) In the encyclopedia of anime news network, this manga-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte derived from
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